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Space and Accommodation
Standard

 � The facility shall not be used to provide multiple services or to provide services to a client 
group that has not been approved through the application process. Requests of this nature 
must be submitted to the director for review and written approval must be given in advance of 
implementation.  

 � The licensee shall advise the director, in writing, of any proposed building or structural change. 
Approval for renovation to a residential child care facility is required before proceeding with the 
renovation. 

 � The licensee shall submit plans to the appropriate authorities having jurisdiction and obtain 
the necessary permits and approvals before starting any construction or change to the physical 
structure.

Commentary
The residential child care facility should meet the needs of the residents in its design, capacity and 
location. This includes homelike comforts, remaining in good repair, safety and attractiveness.

Child care facilities should have furnishings appropriate to the age and activities of the children. 
Furnishings should be durable, comfortable and meet any special needs of the children.

The facility should have a plan and budget for the regular and preventive maintenance, and 
replacement/repair of all equipment and furnishings.

Bedroom Space
Standard

 � The residential child care facility should have sufficient bedroom space. A bedroom for one resi-
dent requires a minimum of 7.0 square metres. Bedrooms for more than one resident require 
an additional 5.6 square metres for each additional resident. Bedrooms for more than two resi-
dents are not recommended.

Commentary
Children of different sex, over age 5 (five) years, shall not share a bedroom.

Same sex children, age 0-5 years, shall not share a bedroom with children older than 8 years of age.

The licensee shall ensure that each bedroom is appropriately furnished.
 � Window coverings should ensure privacy.
 � Each bedroom shall be decorated appropriately for the age and gender of the resident. 
 � Where bedroom doors or closet doors have security locks, the doors must open from the inside 

without the use of a key or special device. The licensee shall maintain a readily accessible key or 
a functional opening device to unlock such doors in case of an emergency.

 � The operator of a facility shall ensure that every bedroom in the facility is provided with 
adequate artificial lighting. The ceiling, wall fixture or lamp shall be equipped with a shade 
for diffusion of light and for safety. The lighting fixture shall be equipped with a bulb of the 
wattage not exceeding that recommended by the manufacturer.
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Storage space
Standard

 � The licensee shall provide each resident with separate, adequate bedroom storage space for 
their clothing. Appropriate storage areas might be a chest of drawers, a dresser, built-in drawers 
or shelves or a clothes closet.

 � The licensee must provide a secure area for the storage of residents’ personal possessions.
 � The safety of children placed in the care of our licensed residential child care facilities is a 

responsibility taken seriously by all operators. Therefore, it is imperative to continually assess 
what more can be done to reduce risk. Although it is also impossible to eliminate all potential 
risks to youth in a residential child care facility, we must respond when tragedies occur. In 
September 2009, as a result of a hanging death by a youth in a residential child care facility, the 
director issued the following directive “all programs are directed to remove or cut all weight-
bearing objects and structures from all resident bedrooms and other isolated areas that could 
pose an accidental or intentional hanging risk.” Appendix L

Bathing and toilet facilities
Standard

 � Child care facilities, where care and supervision are provided to children who may not be able 
to safely manage bathing, shall be equipped with a system to control water temperature in 
bathing and shower facilities. These requirements will be identified for the licensee during the 
licensing process.

 � The licensee shall maintain water, from tap(s) and shower head(s) in all bathrooms, bathing and 
shower facilities, at a temperature which does not exceed 125o F (52o C).

 � The licensee shall equip every bathroom door in the facility with an approved passage set which 
may be:

 ¡ locked from the inside to ensure resident privacy

 ¡ opened from the inside without the use of a key or any special device

 ¡ opened from the outside without the use of a key, in case of emergency

 � The licensee shall keep a key or device to unlock the bathroom doors in an area of the facility 
which is easily accessible to staff.

Commentary
Facilities should promote privacy and convenience, easy access to sleeping, living and recreation rooms. 
The mix of bathrooms, showers and toilet facilities may vary, according to the ages and needs of the 
children.

The licensee shall maintain bathrooms and supplies in sanitary condition. For health and sanitation 
purposes, liquid soap in dispensers and single use hand towels are recommended for hand washing.

Several methods may be used to regulate the water temperature. When regulating water temperature, 
licensees should be aware that the temperature requirement for bathing and washing facilities may 
not be high enough for automatic dishwashers. Licensees are advised to contact a qualified trades 
person to determine the most feasible option.
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Dining area
Standard

 � The licensee shall ensure the area in which meals are served to residents is not used, or 
intended to be used, as sleeping quarters.

 � The licensee shall ensure that the dining area has adequate seating, in good repair, for all the 
residents and the staff. 

 � The licensee shall provide enough crockery and eating utensils to serve the number of residents 
the facility is licensed to house. 

Commentary
The residential child care facility should be arranged and equipped so residents and staff members can 
have their meals together. Attractive dishes, cutlery, tablecloths, etc. add to the dignity of meal times 
and encourage residents to develop appropriate eating habits and manners.

When it is impractical to seat all residents at the same time, two sittings may be permitted, provided 
that both meals are served within recognized mealtime hours. This arrangement must be addressed in 
the applicant’s initial proposal and must be approved by the director.

Kitchen
Standard

 � The authority having jurisdiction for health shall apply standards to ensure minimum 
requirements for refrigeration, cooking and dishwashing are in place.

 � The licensee shall provide adequate cooking utensils for food preparation in the facility.
 � The licensee shall routinely inspect the cooking utensils to ensure they are maintained in a 

sanitary condition and are free of chips, cracks or damage. Damaged items shall be replaced 
immediately.

Storage areas for housekeeping supplies
Standard

 � The licensee shall provide adequate storage space for enough cleaning and housekeeping 
products to maintain the facility. 

 � Cleaning, housekeeping supplies and hazardous products shall be stored securely and 
separately from food.
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Laundry facilities
Standard

 � A washing machine, dryer, iron, ironing board and other clothing care equipment shall be made 
available to those residents who choose to do their own laundry.

 � The licensee is responsible for laundering the residents’ clothing weekly, or more frequently 
when necessary. Laundry service shall include collection, sorting, laundering, folding, ironing 
and mending residents’ clothing. 

Guideline
A method to identify each resident’s clothing should be developed (ex: name tags, laundry markers, etc.)

Recreation
Standard

 � The licensee shall provide adequate living and recreational space for the licensed occupancy.
 � The licensee shall allow and encourage residents to use the facility’s living and recreational 

areas, equipment and supplies at any reasonable time during day or evening.
 � The licensee shall allow and encourage the residents to become involved in community 

activities by providing them with information and help in accessing resources, including 
culturally-appropriate opportunities. The degree of staff involvement in organizing and 
participating in these activities will depend on the needs and physical and mental capacities of 
the residents.

Commentary
Child care facilities should consider including therapeutic recreational activities within the objectives of 
the resident treatment plan. Recreational activities can facilitate emotional and behavioural growth by 
promoting self-esteem, capacity for teamwork and leadership. The inclusion of culturally-appropriate 
activities promotes respect for traditions, languages and the values of children, youth and families.

Basic equipment may include:
 � televisions, stereos, radios, video games, computers
 � books, magazines, newspapers
 � puzzles, cards, board games
 � exercise equipment and DVD’s
 � art and craft supplies
 � plants, herb gardens
 � pianos, organs, guitars, recorders

Adequate living and recreation space includes:
 � up to four residents – a minimum of 100 square feet (9.3 square metres)
 � each additional resident – add 11 square feet/person (1 square metre)

Bedroom space is excluded when calculating recreational space.

Equipment in living and recreation areas shall be appropriate to residents’ needs, interests, ages and 
abilities.


